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WHAT IS A MODULAR DESIGN?
A modular design is a product design method that uses smaller, independent
elements to create a full product. A complex product (such as a car) can be broken
down or separated into smaller, simpler components that can be designed and
built independently using the modular design approach. The finished product is
subsequently constructed (or integrated) from each of these distinct components.
The term “modularity” has been used widely in architecture and design. In interior
design, modularity is used to provide adaptive and cost-effective solutions. IKEA’s
customisable designs are an excellent example. Modularity in interior design refers to
the capacity to combine and reconfigure components to create an object that satisfies
the user’s particular needs while also developing with them.
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WHAT ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF MODULAR
DESIGN PRODUCTS?
Cars, smartphones, laptops, and televisions are all examples of consumer devices
that utilise modular design. Computer programming, software product design, and
even massive websites are instances of modular design (with each webpage as an
individual component). LEGO is a well-known example of modularity. These plastic
toys have parts that may be simply put together and reused to create a variety of
finished objects.
What can you construct using LEGOs? Whatever you desire! You may put
them together in nearly endless ways thanks to the various elements of
various sizes, shapes, and colors, as well as the simple and elegant linking
mechanism for snapping them together.

9

HOW DOES THE MODULARITY APPROACH
WORK IN PRODUCT DESIGNING?
Many product manufacturers are faced with the issue of
offering multiple variations of the same product to cater to
various client wants. This is especially true in customercentric businesses such as vehicles, computers, furniture,
and personal electronics. In these industries, the use
of modularity (or modular design) in design process
has expanded since it reduces product complexity and
material costs.
Each finished product is separated into multiple modules,
each with its own set of characteristics and functions,
thanks to the modular product design. Changing one (or
more) modules in such a modular architecture has no
bearing on the functionality of the others.

Prisma, developed by Alexander Lotersztain in 2013,
is one of the best examples of modular furniture. It was
designed for modern homes and offices, and its separate
modules may be placed in a variety of combinations
to meet a wide range of demands and requirements.
Armchairs, loungers, ottomans, side tables, and
workstations are all part of the range.
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Modular Sofa Seating for Large Offices or Hotel Lobby

11

HISTORY OF MODULARITY
In the fine arts, modules have a long history. In Greco-Roman
history, the module was employed as a standardized system of
measuring for changing the elements of a structure. These other
components in the classical system’s language were expressed
as fractions or multiples of that module, which was typically half
the diameter of the lowest shaft of a classical column. Room
measurements were primarily defined in traditional Japanese
construction by variations of traditional rice mats called tatami;
the standard size of a mat were around 3 x 6 feet, which matched
the overall dimensions of a lying human body. As a result, the
modules can function as a two-dimensional planning tool as well
as a proportional instrument for three-dimensional vertical pieces.

Some auspicious layouts from the early 1800s

12

Tatami arrangements were distinctly differentiated, and the tatami accordingly would be rearranged depending on the occasion. In modern practice, the
“auspicious” layout is ordinarily used.

13

Spatial Efficiency
The living room is connected to the kitchen, which is connected to the laundry and amenities area. In addition to the dining room, the restroom is located in
the overlapping bedroom and living room. Although this is merely a prototype with minimal programmatic aspects, it shows promise for the future. In general,
the areas within a home are divided into distinct rooms depending on their intended usage. As a result, each room with a distinct function is isolated from the
others by a wall. However, like with other architectural typologies, there are exceptions: In a building made up of numerous volumes, spatial oddities, or places
of diverse uses, can coexist. Incorporating modular spaces allows individual buildings to function as separate entities while yet working as a coherent whole.
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When modularization fails the costs
are significant:
Overly detailed designs. These are the results of the
standardization of several modules in order to cope with the
most demanding conditions.
Innovation was stifled. Product innovation can be hampered
by the possibility for stagnant product designs and denial of
new designs.
Unsuccessful modularizations not only result in a lost
investment, but they also cause apprehension about trying
again.

WHEN DOES A MODULAR DESIGN APPROACH
NOT WORK?
Modular architecture or modularity is undeniably popular these days, and they provide
numerous advantages to both manufacturers and customers. Modular systems, on
the other hand, rely on seamless compatibility between their modules (or interfaces)
in order to fit into the final result. A modular design fails when individual elements do
not fit together precisely. Modularly constructed computers, for example, frequently
necessitate significant configuration knowledge.
A modular design method is not recommended for all products or functions. Only after
a comprehensive market research can products be built with modularity in mind. A
modular knapsack (great for informal vacations) that can be changed to seem like a
business briefcase (suited for business meetings), for example, might not function in
the real world because it caters to two different client personas.

KEEP IT SIMPLE!
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Modular Construction vs Traditional Construction?
The argument of building with prefabricaed components often circulate around the
efficiency in the construction but the fact is that there is a lot of other benefits of
industrialing the construction of buildings. Modular buildings are constructed of three
dimensional volumes that are produced inside a factory in a lane production. This can
reduce the time of production to 30% of the time it takes to construct a building on site.
The modules are fully equipped in the production lane before they are transported to the
site for assembly.
The off-site construction makes it possible to prepare the site simultaneously as the
buildings are produced and the organized lane production makes it possible for different
kinds of work to be done to the modules at the same time, at different steps in the
construction process. In ordinary construction, a lot of time is wasted becaause the
workers must wait for each other to be finished before they can do their work.

18

K ey F actors
to M odular
C onstruction ?
Flexibilty

Most modular structures are highly flexible
and can be easily relocated. If you plan to
relocate some day, this gives the user the opportunity to move and reuse the structure(s)

Lower Construction Time

Modular construction eliminates on site
delays. 30% - 50% faster delivery and
construction time

Eco-Friendly

Modular construction typically produces
about 70% - 90% less waste. Structures
are usually built with recycled or ecofriendly materials.

Cost Effective

Due to short construction time and reduced labor, modularity saves time and
money.

Structurally Sound

Off site construction ensures quality and
safety. The building materials are protected from weather and natural problems
during the process

19

M odular v . P r efa b
Even though modular construction is often
conflated with prefab, they are not one in
the same. In fact, modular construction is a
category of prefabricated construction. In the
same way all poodles are dogs but not all
dogs are poodles, all modular construction is
prefab but not all prefab projects are modular.

This method requires the least amount of on-site work, and the most specificity. It’s
difficult to change course with any kind of prefab, but it’s especially important that
a modular project is carefully planned out beforehand. There is not much wiggle
room once a project is underway.

Modular construction entails building entire
sections of a project before shipping those
pieces to a site. This includes plumbing,
electric, and everything else needed for a
function unit.
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A building could be made entirely of
prefabricated components, such as:
• Roof trusses
•

Wall panels

• Floor trusses
• Pre-cast concrete foundation walls
and slabs
• Staircases, elevators, etc.
• Bathroom or kitchen modules
• Structural modules
Prefab components can be made of different materials,
including wood, steel, and concrete. Some of these
components can be more or less finished before being
transported to the site and installed.

21

Prefab Construction
Prefab construction of a building means that some or all
components in a building are constructed on site, often in a
factory, before the are transported to the site where they are
assembled. The contructions in these factories are very similar
to the ones taking place in car factories.
Construction in a factory environment is more efficient than
traditional construction and offers more control in each step
of the process. Industrial production generall has lower
waste in materials which is not only cost efficient but good in
environmental terms. The production time has proven to be
shorter which is beneficial both in terms of economic and time
effeciency but also in quality of the final product.
Lindback’s factory is Europe’s most modern producer of
modular multi-family housing and is generally seen to have
come the furthest when it comes to lean-thinking in the
business. They produce volumetric timber frame modules
which are completed with floor, walls, inner roof, and fixed
furniture in the delivery from the factory.

Architects and designers
can design with freedom.

22

Engineers recieve a
strong, stable building.

General contractors
recieve predictable
experience on-site

Owners recieve a green
building that is on budget
and on time.

Factors Driving Current Use of Prefab

Improve Productivity:

Gain a Competitive Advantage:

Generate Greater ROI:

Contractors - 92%

Contractors - 85%

Contractors - 70%

Engineers - 70%

Engineers - 60%

Engineers - 43%

Architects - 68%

Architects - 52%

Architects - 40%

While prefabrication has been an established construction method for years, building professionals are
increasingly recognizing the productivity, sustainability, cost , and safety benefits of the process.

23

T h e P ro s

of

P re fab

Reliability

Because prefab methods are implemented indoors in a
factory, construction professionals do not have to worry
about delays and interference from the weather, vandals,
intruders, or other complicating factors. This is a controlled,
safe environment which allows owners to streamline the
construction process and cut down on waste. This makes
prefab cost effective.

Eco-Friendly

In many cases, prefab also reduces environmental impact.
It can lessen air, water, and noise pollution caused by a
construction project.

24

Consistency

Prefab is especially helpful to projects with a high degree of
redundancy. This means that the building has many rooms
that are similar or identical. Some examples are student
housing, hotels, hospitals, and institutional buildings.

Low Labor

As the industry struggles
strug
to deal with a talent shortage,
prefab can help you manage to complete a project with a
smaller crew. Because most of the work in done indoors
with less strain, fewer people can get more done. These
sites are also considered safer for workers than traditional
sites.

T h e C o ns

of

P re fab

Potential Assembly Problems

It’s important to have a trained and experienced contractor on
your team when assembling your prefab home. Without their
knowledge, it’s possible that your home could be assembled
incorrectly. This, in turn, could lead to potential damage,
shorten its lifespan, or minimize its energy efficiency.

Potential Transportation Problems

You may also run into problems having the pieces of your
house transported to the building site. It can get expensive as
well if you are building in a rural area.

High Utility Hookup Costs

Speaking of variables, you also ought to consider the
cost of utility hookups. If you’re building in a rural area,
for example, you may have to pay more money than
you’d like to get your utilities set up before you move in.

Less Customization

In some cases, you don’t have as many customization
options when designing a prefab home. You usually have
a set number of options to choose from, and it can be
hard to find exactly what you want without having to pay
extra money for something special.

High Land Prices

Depending on where you plan to build your home, you could
be strapped with high land prices.

25

M odula r /P r ef a b C ons tr uct ion M e th ods
Volumetric Modular

Fully or partially furnished modular boxes used in permanent
construction projects - inludes room units, bathroom pods,
and more.

Container Modular

Modular boxes in a form of shipping contaainers, majorly
used in temporary or relocatable projects.

Panels/Assemblies

Parts of a building - such as walls, roofs, exterior panels, pool,
precast concrete slabs, and mass timber. Manufactured offsite and installed on-site

Components

Smaller components like fixtures are used in both, factory
production and jobsite installations.

Kits

Deploying a do it yourself approach, prefab kits let users and
professionals assemble a home, bathroom, and etc. within hours.

26

Mass timber comes in many forms, including:
Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT). Essentially structural plywood with 2x members laminated together in
alternating layers.
Nail-Laminated Timber (NLT). One of the oldest forms of mass timber construction with 2x framing
member nailed together and spliced to create large panels.
Dowel-Laminated Timber (DLT). Similar to NLT with wooden dowels to ensure monolithic deflection of the
panels.
Glue-Laminated Timber (GLT). Commonly used as beams or columns, glue-laminated sections can be
used on the flat to create flooring panels similar to the other systems referenced.

27

CLT ( cross

la min a te d tim b e r )

R e sili e nce

For much of the Bahamas, high winds, hurricanes, and earthquakes are a terrible reality. Wind- and seismic-resistant construction materials are especially important in these
unpredictable climates. Wood-frame structures can be built to withstand heavy winds and earthquakes. Wooden structures can persist for centuries when planned with local climate
conditions in mind. Wood can absorb and release moisture and is resistant to corrosive salts, dilute acids, industrial stack gases, sea air, and extreme climate variations, all of which
are harmful to steel and concrete.
Buildings using wood can save future maintenance and repair expenses when utilized in conjunction with good exterior design. Wood products stay longer and weather better in a
variety of climates, including those with high humidity, frequent sun, and heavy rain.

American Wood Council passes FEMA saferoom requirements, including a 250
wind test and a 100

28

mph

mph missile test.

CLT structures’ repetitive framing
allows buildings to resist

high

winds in hurricanes and tornadoes.

A fifteen storey wood-framed building
showed almost no

cosmetic

damage after a simulated quake
reaching 7.5 on the richter scale.

W ood e n S tr uct ur e R e sili ence
( e x a mp l e )
Pagodas are predominantly wooden constructions in Japan that have
been shown to be less vulnerable to earthquakes, but they do pose a fire
risk. Earth, water, fire, wind, and space are frequently represented by
five-tiered structures.

This wooden pagoda in Yink County, Shaxi province,
China has been standing strong since 1056.

Over 950 years.
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SNABBA HUS VASTBERGA
Stockholm, Sweden

The designs are made up of prefabricated
apartment modules that are installed in a concrete
framework that is tailored to fit the site. (2019,
Snabba Hus) The complex is made up of six
buildings joined by balconies that surround a
shared courtyard. Prefabricated polycarbonate and
aluminum slatted panels cover the balconies.
(Information from ArchDaily)

Architect: Andreas Martin-Lof
Typology: temporary youth housing

32

Materials: concrete, timber, polycarbonate

Interior areas that are efficiently constructed
can lead to more units, which can lower
total costs for tenants. Residents may put
their money toward other things like solar
electricity, community gardens, and so forth
because prices are reduced. This project
emphasizes the significance of designing for a
community.
(Information from ArchDaily)

SITE PLAN

33

The project was acclaimed
for its thoughtful approach to
Stockholm’s housing need, which
included prefabricated, highquality but low-cost homes that
could be repurposed in the future.

34

Andreas Martin-Löf Arkitekter’s
Snabba Hus Västberga is the second
in a sequence of buildings that use
off-site prefabrication methods to
provide cheap rental homes for
young people in Stockholm. Using
and adapting common materials
and procedures, the apartment
structures achieve sophistication at a
cheap cost. The project provides an
immediate response to Stockholm’s
growing housing scarcity.

35

NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER
Tokyo, Japan

Architect: Kisho Kurokawa Architects
Typology: accommodation units with a
central core and museum installations
Materials: ribbed steel panels, steel
framework, pre-caste concrete

36

The capsule pods can be disassembled and reassembled in just a day or two, thanks to their
modular architecture. The locks make moving and relocating pods a breeze for the builder.

The 140 premade capsules that make up one of the few examples of Japanese metabolism are
supported by two central concrete cores. Each capsule is 2.5 x 4 x 2.5 meters long and comprises the
essentials of a home: a bed, a television, a radio, a work table, cupboards, a stove, a fridge, and a
bathroom. A center circular window provides lighting and ventilation.
(Information from ArchDaily)
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The module was designed
to house business travelers
who worked in central Tokyo
throughout the week. Each
module may be plugged into
the central core and removed or
exchanged as needed, making
it a prototype for sustainable and
recyclable construction. The pods
were made in a plant in Shiga
Prefecture and then trucked to
the site. The structure has not been
repaired in over 33 years, resulting
in leaks and broken water pipes.
Architects from all around the
world are collaborating to save
the skyscrapers by considering all
ideas and solutions.
(Information from ArchDaily)
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The Metabolism architecture
movement of Kisho is noted for its
focus on adaptable, expanding,
and interchangeable building
designs, and this innovative
perspective on apartments and
high-rises in Tokyo is a prime
example. These concepts were first
presented at the “World Design
Conference” in 1960.
(Information from ArchDaily)
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THE GLASIR

Brooklyn, New York

Architect: Andreas Tjeldflaat at Framlab
Typology: A community-based system for urban farming
Materials: CLT, Aluminum & Polycarbonate

40

The core concept of taking a natural form, that is proven to work, and transforming it in a mecWWhanical system based on the original form is a beautiful
example of modular design.

41

Glasir is made up of 10 modules: five development modules, three production modules, and two access modules. Numerous studies and publications have shown that plants are
modular organisms that grow by repeating discrete structural parts. “All modules can link to each other through standardized interfaces, enabling the system to assemble into a limitless
number of configurations, enabling high-yield, local production of greens and vegetables while engaging with the streetscape as a distinct new urban figure,” says the architect.
(Information from ArchDaily)
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In food-insecure areas, the Glasir concept
offers inexpensive, locally farmed foodstuffs.
The tree-structures also play a significant
function in raising awareness about the value
of greens and vegetables by virtue of their
street presence.

43

Hydroponic systems, which involves
producing plants and vegetables in
a misty environment rather than soil,
is used in the 2x2 structure that can
be placed anywhere in the city. The
system is both water-efficient and
adaptable, allowing plant roots to
absorb far larger levels of nutrients
and vitamins. Artificial intelligence
and a number of environmental
sensors will also aid the tree’s growth
optimization.
(Information from ArchDaily)

44

Its modular architecture
provides a significant deal
of versatility, allowing each
structure to adapt to the
context and limits of its
surroundings. The project not
only provides local residents
with a variety of locally grown
veggies and greens, but it also
helps to raise awareness about
the benefits of consuming
locally farmed foods.
(Information from ArchDaily)
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Precedent Conclusion
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Interior spaces designed efficently can in return lead
to more units, which can lover the cost overall for the
residents. Different variations of modules that can be
interconnected with each other will alow the client to
obtain the perfect residence.

The most vital elements of this construction system is
the locking mechanisms that allows pods to attach and
detach with ease and stability. This could allow modules
to be safely secure but also very flexible.

Through standardized interfaces all modules can
connect to each other, enabling the system to assemble
into an endless number of configurations,

47
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C ro s s L ami nate d T i mb e r S ys te m
Sweden’s largest building material resource is timber, which is the only renewable
resource. It’s difficult to argue against employing it in their constructs because
of these two criteria. Concrete is currently the most often utilized building
material. Concrete is a resilient material in the face of natural disasters, yet the
manufacturing process produces a lot of CO2. The material isn’t as renewable as
timber.
One of the most compelling reasons to utilize concrete is its durability and
resistance. CLT allows us to construct robust and tall structures that were
previously impossible to construct with timber. The creation of CLT panels allows
us to build with timber components in the same way that we build with concrete,
but in a more environmentally friendly manner. Although CLT modules are new
to the market, they provide numerous advantages in terms of stiffness and
environmental considerations.
(Information from ThinkWood)
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At 15 storeys high Mjøstårnet is the tallest timber building in the world

How It’s Used
CLT can be used for flooring, walls, and roofs.
Because the panels can withstand significant racking
and compressive stresses, they’re particularly
cost-effective for multistory and lengthy foundation
applications.
CLT panels function as load-bearing elements in
structural systems such as walls, floors, and roofs.
As a result, in wall applications, the outer layers
of a CLT wall are often oriented vertically, with the
fibers running parallel to gravity loads, enhancing the
vertical load capacity of the wall. The outer layers of
lumber used in floor and roof installations are oriented
so that the fibers run parallel to the span direction.

The expanding market for CLT construction is
fueled by several causes, including:
Advances in wood connectors
Development of hybrid materials and building systems
Commercialization of CLT
Growth of off-site fabrication

(Information from ThinkWood)

The Smile, made from American tulipwood CLT, designed by Alison Brooks architects and engineered by ARUP.

51

CLT Joint System
The Framework is a mix of wood and concrete. In the middle of the
building, a concrete core is employed for circulation. Each level
of a timber structure has a minimum of four L shape components.
The entire structure is supported by a concrete core and a timber
structure surrounding it.

Base Module

Center Joints

52

Edge Joints

Corner Joints

A module of 4m x 4m is used as base
measure for making spaces.

Flexible structures provides expansion
possibilities for the future developments.
53

Aggregate Rail System
Due to the obvious wheels on the module, this
technique enables the module to slip onto a rail
system that is relatively easy to operate. It can
be stacked on top of one another and can be
used to replace or add living space.

Base Module

54

PERSPECTIVE

55

Steel Structural
Core System
The goal of this modular housing concept
is to turn an unusable space into a useful
place. The circular modular arrangement
around the core and existing columns
provides a high degree of versatility,
resulting in a structure that can alter over
time to meet the needs of the customer.

Base Module

Connection Details

56

Floor Plan

Core Structure

57

8.6’

8’

C arg o S h ipp i ng
C o ntai ne r s S ys t e m
Whenever stacking containers on land,
it’s important to make sure they can
sustain the weight. Wind and structural
stability must also be considered,
especially if the project is a housing
project where the containers must remain
stable for many years. The majority of
containers can be arranged horizontally
or vertically. Containers should also be
stacked according to their specifications.
Stacking containers in a crisscross
arrangement is also not recommended.

58

20’

9.6’

40’

40’

The re-use of metal shipping containers as a structural system and architectural framework that can host a
certain purpose or living beings can be termed as shipping container architecture. This form of architecture
is often referred to as cargotecture, which combines traditional building with containers. Because of their
robust plating, low cost, and ubiquitous availability, cargotecture has seen a lot of use recently. Many
people have recently begun to build their homes out of shipping containers due to their lower environmental
impact when compared to traditional houses made of brick and reinforced concrete structure, as well as the
short time required to construct a building in this manner, as well as the future possibilities of moving these
buildings to different locations or adding extra spaces or volumes.

59

Vertical
Manual Twist Lock

Horizontal
Manual Twist Lock

Consider cargo containers to be huge Legos that can be stacked. Containers should be placed corner to corner for best stability. The four corner posts
of a container should line up with the corner posts of the containers above and below it. When stacking containers of various sizes, such as one 40-foot
container and two 20-foot containers, the bigger 40-foot container should be placed on top, as the two smaller containers will increase the chance of the
stack falling.
60

Sea Rail Fitting

BRIDGE CLAMP

Load Bearing Corner Steel Component

Twist locks are mechanisms that keep the four corners of a
shipping container stacked together. To give solidity to multiunit constructions, customized twist locks are frequently used to
secure them to the pre-poured base. Finally, the top container
must be secured to the lower container using these twist locks.
These locks keep the stacked containers stable, tight, and rigid.

61

The simple system of ordering the module online
according to your needs, is exactly the type of system
I want to incorporte in my project. Different variations
of modules that can be interconnected with each other
will alow the client to obtain the perfect residence.

The most vital elements of this container system is
the locking mechanisms that allows crates to attach
and detach with ease and stability. This could allow
modules to be safely secure but also very flexible.

This system of sliding modules does not correlate with
my thesis, the only element that I find useful is the
central core, I would like to have a central core in my
system to allow egress from the modules and utilities.

The CLT system has a central concrete core that
supports the modules by attaching them to the core
with locking mechanisms. This system allows for the
most growth and stability.

62

Design Concept
The investigation and analysis of these projects yielded three
essential principles for addressing the thesis question:

Durability - to generate a united feeling by creating a 		
		

building that is durable and long-lasting.

Flexibility - to design a structure that can adapt to various
		

scenarios while remaining durable over time.

Efficiency - Maintaining the sturdy building’s mobility while
		

making it simple to deconstruct.
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Site Analysis
Great Abaco, Bahamas

Specifically the Island Great Guana Cay

Marsh Harbor Population: 5,314

1

3

66

2

SIT

E
This view provides a look at the natural 10’ sand wall that relieves
the site of wind and salt from the ocean breeze.

R
NO OC
K
BE Y T
AC ER
H RAI
FR N
O
NT

This view provides a look from the top of that wall shown above.
There is about 75 yards of beach cushion when there is low tide
and about 25 yards of cushion when there is high tide.
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5,704

PEOPLE RESIDING IN
AFFECTED SETTLEMENTS

IN

1,631

Population Groups with Specific Needs

44

39

Single - male
headed
households

Single - female
headed
households

20

14

Separated
children

Persons
with physical
disabilities

Population
in affected
settlements
in Great/Little
Abaco Islands

68

29

Older
persons
at risk

10

unaccompanied
children

21

Persons with
potential
illnesses

7

persons
with mental
disabilities

Most Common Type of Shelter

100%

43%

22%

17%

13%

4%

of settlements
reported
population
staying at

of settlements
reported
population
staying at

of settlements
reported
population
staying at

of settlements
reported
population
staying at

of settlements
reported
population
staying at

Individual
Houses

Host Family
Houses

Community
Centres

Schools

Any type of
Shelter

Persons with
of settlements
reported
population
staying at

Is shelter/core relief item support being most critical
need provided at the site?

YES 57% NO 43%
Is shelter/core relief item support being most critical
need provided at the site?

Tents

MAIN NEEDS
Basic requirements such as food and drinking water
remain critical two months after the catastrophe.
Mattresses, soap, and other NFIs are still important as
more people return to these areas. Finally, 57 percent
of communities reported having some form of electricity,
primarily from fuel-powered generators.

YES 74% NO 26%
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Percentage of settlements by water source

91%

39%

Bottled
water

Piped water
supply

13%

Surface
water

9%

Tankers

39%

13%

Protected
well

Hand
pumps

13%
Others

Others Include:

Ponds, Canals, Springs,
Unprotected Well

Bottled water is the most prevalent water resource, with 14 distribution sites. Beneficiaries are hesitant to move from bottled water to distribution tanks, according to
key informants, due to worries about the source or quality of the water, as well as the cultural norm of exclusively drinking bottled water.

DRNKING WATER

65%

of settlements
reported

+5 litres per day per
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Drinking water smell or taste concerns are reported in 20% of
these settlements. The findings also suggest that villages with
fewer than 5 litres of water per person per day had no complaints
about the quality of their drinking water.

Is there garbage and Solid Waste problem in site?

NO 61%

What are the main garbage disposal options?

39% YES

People are doing their physical needs at public spaces in 56 percent of
towns with rubbish and solid waste concerns. For settlements with no
garbage or solid waste issues, this ratio is 31%.

What are the main debris disposal options?
(At least 4 dump sites located in Great Abaco)

AVERAGE

91%

No debris
disposal
system

9%

External
pick up

4%

2

GARBAGE
PICK UPS
PER WEEK

Burning
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Potential site areas
Housing
Private
Primary road
Secondary roads

SIT

E

This is the one & only restaurant on the small
island, the only business to withstand the
storm that passed through a couple years
ago. Most foot traffic and golf cart traffic is
centralized around this single establishment.
Grabbers is loacted about 1.3 miles away from
the site which allows people to walk or drive
depending on the weather or time of day.

GRABBERS
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These areas are where the hurricane completely demolished any structures and vegetation, this will help with the excavation
Most of the housing are traditional with the exceptions of a few. Most houses do not exceed two storeys and use very cheap materials which will not help when
the storms roll through again, which they will.
Bakers Bay is where all the celebrities have houses and this area is closed off to the public. Its on the northwest end of the island and only accessible by boat.
This main artery of the whole island is surprisingly just big enough for two golf carts to fit on the road. This is why it is very hard for construction to occur on the
island. The road is simply just not big enough for the vehicles to pass through without causing a traffic jam.
The side streets are mainly driveways to a house or a collection of houses. These roads are not paved. The gravel , sand and dirt make the side streets look
more approachable to foot traffic beacuse it feels like a trail pulling you in to see what is hidden away back there.

There is a pier with docking columns which allows people with boats
to pull up and stay a while. This flexibilty allows other islanders to
come and visit from their islands as well. Sea planes often show up
too, the sea is usually calm in this area due to the bay layout.
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Assembly

CHAPTER

Manual

6
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Plywood

MODULE
CLT Panel
Steel Corner Fitting

Plywood

CLT Interior Panel
Interior Corner Bracket

CLT Exterior Panel

Exterior Panel Steel
Bracket
Container Twist Lock
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2 person assembly
(inspied by IKEA)

8x

8x

8x

96x

4x

4x

6x

Corner Brackets are embedded into the CLT panels
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CHOOSE:

2x

(2 types)

DOORS

1x

(2 types)

TOP FLOOR

A Angled Roof

A

B

B Flat Roof
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2x

4x

(3 types)

FLOOR

(4 types)

WALLS

A ceiling + floor
A window

B dividing wall

C interior wall

D exterior wall

B ceiling

C ground floor slab
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FOUNDATION

Vertical columns made of steel are
driven into the ground where concrete
has been poured. The piles are a type
of deep foundation used to hold up
sturdy structures.

Steel Beam
Gravel / Stone
Concrete

1’

10’

4x

10’
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Pillars

FOOTING

STEP 1

C Ground Floor Slab

Turn lever to lock
floor in place

Twist Locks & Ground Floor
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WALLS

C Exterior wall

Bolt down T brackets before putting up exterior walls

Exterior wall
T Bracket
Bolt
Bolt
Floor
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Exterior

STEP 2

D Interior wall

Top View
Interior wall

T Bracket

Bolt

Exterior Wall

Interior
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ROOF(S)

B Flat Roof
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Roof Slab

STEP 3

A Angled Roof

Angled Roof with Window
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ELEVATION(S)

N
86

NORTH & EAST (flat roof)

E

N

E
NORTH & EAST (angled roof)
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MODULE CONNECTION DETAIL(S) + SECTION AXON + MODEL

CLT
T Bracket
Bolt Hole

CLT
T Bracket

Plywood

Bolt Hole

I

Corner Bracket
Plywood

Sea Clamp

Corner Bracket
Twist Lock

Sea Clamp

Beam

T Bracket
Bolt Hole

II

CLT

I
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II

The locking components allow for the modules to be moved and replaced with ease.
This allows tenants to move their homes to a safer area from a storm when it passes
through. The modules are able to stack horizontally and vertically using a forkift or a
crane. The unit is very stable and sturdy which allows people to load the unit or module
onto a truck for transportation to safety. Two modules can fit on a standard eighteen
wheeler (20 feet), four modules can fit on an extended eighteen wheeler (40 feet).
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RESIDENTIAL MODULE OUPUT

The Single Parent
5 modules + 1 terraces

Each module is built from the ground up by putting together
fundamental components (floors, walls, roof). All of the modules are
square, allowing for three-dimensional construction. In a second
phase, you may combine these components to make various forms of
personalized housing. Finally, the modules may be assembled to form
a tiny collective dwelling unit.
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Isometric Mass Section

LIVING ROOM

BEDROOM
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KITCHEN AXON + ELEVATION SECTION

Power Cable

Water Pipe
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Waste Pipe

Power from Solar Panels

Water from Cistern
Waste to Sewer Line
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SITE PLANS
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Site

Water Pipes

Walkways

Cistern

Proposed Site Plan
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